Can you get AI to create images the world has never seen before?

1 Get set

AI is an amazing tool for someone looking to get creative. From coming up with a futuristic city to imagining astronauts with wings to designing iconic drip, DALL-E can do it all. How can you make your mark with it?
Investigate

Want a quick review of AI? Check out the site below to get familiar with AI in 5 minutes:

[link to aiedu.org/ai-in-five]
Sign up for a DALL-E 2 account at:

openai.com/dall-e-2

Please note that OpenAI requires you to be 18 or older or to have permission from a parent or guardian to create an account.

Ask DALL-E to create 5 brand new images no one has seen before. You can prompt it in a few different ways. Here are some ideas:

**Style**

- digital art
- one-line drawing
- neon sign
- polaroid
- Lego bricks
- and more!
Background

- white background
- on a beach
- surrounded by clocks
- in a spaceship
- and more!

Mood

- bright
- mysterious
- epic
- melancholy
- and more!

EXAMPLE PROMPT

watercolor closeup of a delicious cup of coffee that also contains the universe
Make a conclusion: what kinds of brand new images were you able to make with DALL-E? How do you think they could be used irl?

Share

Create a graphic to share what you found:
- Include this challenge's question
- Include one image you made with DALL-E
- Add the prompt you used
Here's an example:

A BRAND NEW IMAGE MADE WITH AI

“a photograph of hundreds of small turtles wearing sunglasses”

Awesome job on this challenge! You're making AI work for you.

Tackle more challenges: aiedu.org/ai-challenges